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In India, as in almost all other ountries of
the world, eoonomic development 1b welfare orlen ed, and among
the welfare Ideals of eoonomlo growth, the halan ed development
of ell the constituent regions of the oountry 1b a dominant
content

It Is believed "that suoh an even patt

n of develop-

sent would further the ends of equitable a 1strib tion of
Income for all the sections of the population an

the effi-

dent utilisation of the national resources In

1 parts of

the oountry

s suoh, only

Speaking of the prooess of growth

a transmission of the growta momentum evenly ov

all the

potential regions of the oountry Is considered t

satisfy the

conditions of a real national take-off

rt Is

sumed that

at this stage, the economy would attain its opt

geographical

dimensions in the real sense
The national eoonomy la a system
economies

She regions naturally present varyin

patterns and prospects depending on the avallab
situation of their growth determinants

To anal

f regional
growth
ity and
e the pro

blerns of the inter-regional balanced development of any partioular system of regions It takes a dear insight into the
characteristics of these governing factors in ad Ition to
the delineation of a valid regional system
preliminary Issues are examined In this Part

Th
Th

tlon of the determinants of regional demarcation
of demarcating and evolving the system of region

e and other
ident if loa
the method
the

I

«

anal ye ie and the method of employing the reglonality oonoeot
for tackling the combined problem of spatially ordered eco
nomic growthj and finally the examination of the rationale and
the meaning of inter-regional balanee in the onntext of Indian
Planning - are the issues taken up here
Inter-regional Balance in India
It seems to have been vaguely realised in the Indian
Planning process that a rigorous polioy of balanced develop
ment would militate against the tempo of development, parti
cularly in the take-off stage

Probably, because of this,

thoughts are not focussed on this issue right now with all
the seriousness it warrants

Sven on such basic oonoepts like

region and balanoe, official clarification is not available
It is, however, given in the planning policies of the
country that there should be equitable distribution of wealth
and income, and optimum utilisation of the national resources f
An equal marginal return situation for the investment resources
in all the regions ensures the most efficient utilization of
the national resources, and an equal per oaplta Income Position
is an indicator of an even distribution of income, taking
however, that for both the purposes, the regional system is

f r Then

valid within the purview of the national policy,

it is

possible to define inter-regional balanoe as a state of inter
regional eoonomic situation where t>er capita ino^me as well as
marginal returns on inve^tm^nt In all the regions are eoual

>

A
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If such a state of( balanoe o<->uld be continually maintained

then all the regions as well as the national system will be at
their respective optima

Por

the nation will he at its optima
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if ell the valid constituents of the system too are at
their respective opt lira

If the regional system is giuen,

and if it Is also given that the national optimum is sought
to he constructed through the regional optima, then, iu a
situation where all the regions are at their optima, tie
nation should also find itself in an optimum situation
Here it is neoessary to make clear that both the *egional
system and the aggregative principle of national optimum are
given by the national ^policy ard that they are not the pro
duct of exclusive economic principles
lysis comes in a bit late

Henoe eoonomio ana

In all such value loaded p ©po

sit ions, the limitations of scientific analysis need to be
clearly recognized
Horcover, by balanced inter-regional development there
need not neoeaserlly be (and generally there would not be)
national eoonomio maximization

What is being maximized is

the national welfare, defined to enoompass both the efficiency
and equity considerations and sought to be realized through -the
regional system

Accepting the equity consideration, and avoid

ing the forced migration of the population, the synthetic
criterion of equimarginal returns and equi-per capita income

r (

Qis^ considered (to be^the most satisfactory oonditlon of inter
regional balanoe

e.

'

So the country (is;) looked upon as an aggregation of
regions

Its pattern of income distribution and resource

utilization are viewed at from the regional level

The

development of these regions is meant to enlarge the greographloal and the functional dimensions of the national
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economy

Such an enlargement Is prompted and regulated by

eertain aocepted principles of the national development
polio lee

Therefore, the growth of the eonnomy In geography

and content, with the balanced development of Its constituent
regions, is accepted as the national good

It Is necessary

to emphasise that at this point, value judgements and eco
nomic principles ooalesoe Into a praotloal code of national
development
Under s ich a principle of development, the broad
targets are fixed at -foe national level

while the detailed

schemes of development are worked out on the regional basis
In such a way that the Ideals of economic growth are realised
right from the regional levels

The regions thus become vital

geographical entities as the primary units of the developmental
prooess

They are the planning regions - regions through

as well as for, whloh development planning Is undertaken
The Region defined
Much depends on the construction of the regional systen
A planning region may be formally defined as a geographically
contiguous area with oertaln common or complementary charact
eristics , that are material to the purpose for the aooompllshment of whloh the regions are sought after

{

The regional

demarcation criteria may relate to the current situations,
problems and potentialities of the regions and may govern
the course and pattern of their future development pmgrammes
The deterministic faotors oommonly reokoned with in the
demarcation of the regions are the natural resource endowment
physio-egronomie conditions, Industrial pattern, transnort
relations, etc

By virtue of their geographically variant
i

forms of manifestation, these governing factors could bring
abput, alone or in groups, major differences between the
regions

Since most of the differences are ultimately

reflected in the composition of the regional dividend, it
1b appropriate to characterise that the rationale of regional
5 i
dividend composition and the pattern of economic possibilities
largely determine the regional pattern
Land economy - a major determinant
\

>

t

In the early stages of development, with land eoonomy
predominating, the physio-agronomic characteristics of the
land go a very long way in devising the regional nattern

The

land eoonomy produces the eoonomlo pattern in its own right,
and in addition, it generates a stratum of industries based
on its raw material resources

These indue tries, in their

turn, and by virtue of their subsequent effeot, may establish
/~
a ohaiu of other industries, and together, they reinforce ~
(the"*differing patterns primarily established by the land

f

economy
Agriculture has almost invariably been the most important
constituent of the land eoonomy

As a reehlt, often it alone

speaks for the entire land economy in demarcating the regions
Similarly, decisive influence may be forthcoming from other
extractive sectors like forestry

mining and fisheries, if

they, or their derived industries in the looality, are potential
enough to pattern the regional eoonomy

“Depending fuither on

the practicable size of the regions and the geographical varia
tions in the sub-charaoteristics of each of these major determinants, regional boundaries may be finally drawn up There
fore, what ultimately shapes a region is the geographical
dimension of the behaviour, or the set of behaviour, of the
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factor* or the grou^> of factors, that most decisively beers on
the prooess of planned transftf mat ion
And in the early stages
of development with the land economy predominating geographic
and physio-agronomic characters will pattern most of the
regions
Very often, there have been also operating other factors
that dominate or submerge the pattern generally established by
the extractive economy
Transport relation, ports and indus
trial complies are the common factors disturbing this conven
tional pattern

fhey are, many a time, capable of reshaping

or forming a region exclusively of their own Here

also

primarily alter the rationale of sectoral composition
/

they
Ab in

other oases, here also it is the rationale of sectoral compo
sition that broadly character is es end demarcates the planning
regions

JJ~>
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Method of Hegional Demarcation
lo be systematic and aoourate, the definite sequence,
whioh the task of regional demarcation could follow may be
laid down here
Any pre-existiDg system or systems of regions, for what
ever purpose they might have been oonoeived will form the pre
liminary ground for collecting and classifying the information
bearing on the demarcation problem
Sub^ eot to the considerations of the size of a region,
elucidated later, each region should have differing deter
ministic endowments
within each region there should be
certain uniformity as to these endowments so that the differ
ence between parts of the same region should generally be sub
stantially less than the difference between two regions

If
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there

1b

so

difference

Id

the deterministic) endowments

there Is no need to diseeot the homogeneous area
The Information on a variety of roverning factors, roughly
classified according to their importance in the eoonomy, «'h>->uld
be collected
This may relate to geography ard dimst#
mineral, agricultural, forest fishery and water reBouroes
physiography, system of land use, pattern of transport

com

munication and commodity flow, level of eoonomlo development
etc

In adaption, administrative arrangement, oultural affinity

historical tradition, pattern of '•ooial and oultural values,
and a host of other less tangible and yet important factors
may have to be taken into consideration in the final analysis
A practical consideration following from the above is

that either the region or the constituent units thereof shall
be such that the data on imoortant indices are either readily
available or can be made available on that basis
P region mist comprise only contiguous areas

Subjeot

to the general limitations of the else of the region, it may
be preferable to have two regions of vthe same oharaoter than
one with undue

heterogeneity

It is practicable to have a permanent regional Bystean,
though as a matter of isolated event, necessity may arise from
time to time to redraw the boundaries of the same regions
is a tule -it is preferable to have regions of uniform
else

It may, however, vary depending on the speofio factors

encountered in eaoh oase, and, as a rough guide, it may be
tentatively laid down as to
fall within the limits of ten to
twenty thousand square miles

IS
When onoe a primary stratum of regions is drawn out,
considerations may he given to the evolving nf an hierarchy
in the regional Bystem 8uoh e hierarchy is considered useful
to have separate aggregates of the varying optima of the deter
minant conditions and Vital oonsequenoes

at the convenient

levels in planning, effectuation and observation

for this

purpose, the primary regional units may be regrouped into
larger areas dspending on the primary oharaoteristios of
these areas material to the planning process This arrange
ment is particularly helpful In bringing together similar,
contiguous regions, that have been divided for the reason
of retaining a proper inter-regional size relationship quite
naturally, these areas in their turn add up to that large
planning unit, the State
Within the primary regional hierarchy, separate regions
for famine eradication, river basin development and for suoh
other speoifio purposes could also be designed with limited
functions and usually for limited duration These specific
purpose regions, also called the functional regions oease to
exist when the function connected with their origin and oper
ation no longer exists

Jh the course of time they will be

assimilated in the general hierarchy itself
An imposing consideration in the demeiroation of the
planning regions is the administrative convenience as the
planned economy leans heavily on the administration

The

administrative districts of *ttie State are therefore quite
compelling as planning un^ts It is to
the districts
that one has to turn to for the data on vnrious matters
concerning the designing and the appraisal of the plan
for 1be agency to suggest the details of the clan and above

1«
all, for the agency to execute the plan

The plan 1b a part

of the administration in India, and there is no separate
comprehensive network of planning administration
Satisfying most of the canons governing •'■he planning
regions, the district may he usefully adopted in most of the
oases for the planning purpose
It must he however realized
quite dearly that it is not heoause it is an administrative
distriot, hut beoause$nore or less adequately serves the pur
pose of geographically delimiting the process of planning
among various regions that the planning is geographically
classified according to the districts

Still there may he

instances where the distriot may dearly militate against the
purpose and in the existing form may do more harm than the
difficulties of readjustment would

It is no use under such^

oiroums-canoes, to struggle with the old pattern

instead it

would do good to reshape

I

Delineation of regions in Mysore State
s

In the delineation of the planning regions of Mysore
State undertaken in part III, the oonoept, sequence and
method adopted have heen more or less similar to the above
sketches

As it has not heen possible to get oomplete and

correct data on a large number of indicators, neoessary to
construct the regional system, no attempt has heen made to
weigh them and construct a single index from the incomplete
data

The raw data, reshaped wherever neoessary and possible,

have heen the major source of guidance
It had further justification
The tradition of admi
nistrative regions in the State being very deterministic,
further refinement of the data appeared unnecessary

So
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the hasio unite of planning regions are identified with the
districts, the basis of unite of administration

Anj area

within each of suoh regions that partakes more of the oharaoter
of any other region, is also identified,

bo

that a compromise

with administrative set up should not ultimately result in the
false representation of the regional oharaoter
These regions are further regrouped into five major
regions on the oriterion of Homogeneity of the deterministic
faotors

Since there is no specific localised problem or

potentiality warranting the creation of functional regions,
no such supplementary regional units are reoognized in Mysore
State

Howeger, to ere are oeitain areas in each region with

major problems or potentialities peculiar to them alone

They

have been singled out and analysed separately within the
general analytical scheme of tne regions of vhioh they form
a partj
Begionality of the development faotors

. ,#0
*

p**

ipj

*

I Before passing on to the next Part, a/brief Observation

U

/**«

on a particular characteristic, namely * region el it y*, of the
regional growth determinants, is necessar^' pnr this
characteristic, perhaps more than any other, helps explain
simultaneously, the growth and Bpatial pattern of the regional
economy

So the -identification of the concent of regionality

of the growth determinants would be a useful step for the
analyses undertaken in Parts II and III

|

/

The regionality behaviour of the developmental faotors
relates to the regionally differential bearing of the growth
determinants like enterprise, capital, raw materiel, labour,
transport, market, cooperative services

eto

on the dependent
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eoonomio activities

The differential significance is

founded on the differentials in the endowment or avail hllity

O'*

\

\

of these factors, ooupled with their imperfeot inter-regional
c fi lveft ff
mobility
linen deficiency in relation to the requirement
occurs in the supply or servioe of a particular faotor in a
region, that region is rendered unsuitable for all the acti
vity decisively depending on that faotor for origin or oper
ation

However

other kinds of activities to whioh it has no

relevance may still find this region a good looation and
perfect operational environment as wall j
Since adequacy is a relative oonoeot, the inter-region ally
differential significance may, however, not be quite manifest
if the requirements of a partioul 11 factor do
the availability

not outpace

So also perfect inter-regional mobility

as well as the availability of the substitutes compensate
the differential endowment
Therefore, to be regional a
factor *uat ^relatively deficit and ita atfbatitutea aad
mobility conditions imperfect

And moreover, it could be

regional only in relation to the unit«i of nroduotion on which
it has an eoonomio or technical bearing

So

quite obviously,

the significance of a growth determinant in the growth of the
regional economy depends primarily on the range of eoonomio
units to which it could appear a regional faotor by virtue
of its ability to have an inter-regionslly differj, ^ impact
on them

Seoondly, it depends on the strength of the inherent

ly regional traits ol the factors; like undue inter-regional
variations in endowment,a/n.libuli’Vand imperfeot inter
regional mobility Therefore the growth rate and growth
pattern of a region are conditioned by the adequacy of the
major growth determinants, taken together ?ith their inter-

regional mobility oharaoteristios and conditions

The soope

of such dieoriminatory growth is enhanoed further by the com
plementarity of these regional faotora with other generally
abundant and votolle

factors, whioh add to the scope and

significance of their utilisation

Thus determining the

economio possibilities and patterns of the regions, the
growth determinants also largely characterise the regional
differentiation while demarcating the regions

Moot of these

factors are unevenlj and inadequately distributed over the
regions

Their inter-region el mobility may be imperfeot due

to sheer impossibility or significantly high or uneoonomio
cost of movement

It may be even the legal restrictions,

regional loyalties or mere inertia

Under all such instances,

these faotors may oome to have inter-region ally variant bear
ing on the growth of the dependent activities

Such a tend

ency is conveniently characterised as reginnality
Ity virtue of the regional it , these faotorB govern the
origin and growth of the eonnomio units amone- various regions
with deoisive varianoe, leading to discriminatory rate and
takes no lengthy explanation
In an inter-regional setting with free faotor end commodity
movement, the alignment of the competitive cost situation
with a particular region for a given product is founded on
the stickiness of oome faotor or the other

essential in its

produotion, that oould not be moved economically between
regions and that is not eganl^ distributed among them either
The consequences of ifae stiokiness or imperfect mobility and
the differentiation in the ooat characteristics of such govern
ing faotor, rigidity determines the looetion or operation of
the deperdent productive units

A summation of a series of

suoh rigidity controlled looation provides the necessary

preliminary stratum of the industrial economy of a region
in tun , lead to the establishment of a good manj nore

He

Obvi_ouel^

at the root of this ohatn mechanism lies ^he scra-e^c si* 1ficance of the growth determinants, that are available in the
region, regional _n character and are capable of a -wraotiig
locally dexioient, non-regxonal, complementary factors from otbe
regions

Thaiefore, b

evolving ~he concept of XSactoral regior>ali+

it is possible to dissect the regional growth meohanism, and Icy
the grovtI- prooeee m the met
■‘•ions and the prospects for the future

nd explain the ooidi-

/

^In the identification of the growth potentiality and in
ensuring the gT>owuh prospeo

through the provision of the needed

growth requirements, it is necessary to reckon vith ihe lcgioirlity
charge eristics of i#he oTOTtn factors, in ad ltion to the more
obviou^ question of their adequacy jso, xor a rapid growth, a
greater availability 01 the factors, highly regional in themselves
and also bearing decisively on a large number o^. dependent activi
ties, is csoential

If suoh regional fho ors aie adequate, and

■‘■heir oost character too is oompetitire, they mil be able tc

attract their lesb regional, complementary factors even f ca other
regions

Thaiefore, a regional factor, while ensuring the materia

lization of its om potentiality within the regional boundary can
also make good the deficiency of other non-regional, complcmentaiy
factors recessary m its utilizationj’
|^It must be made clear here that he gs o\rth c^rpone/ ts of
a regional economy could be considered ols+ic in supply provided
the ^coss characteristics m that ■»'eb2.{m are competitive

Shis

sossibili-cy is a privilege of the regional econo mea vuch are
open sys-cems unlike the national eccnony ^ hich xa e closed one j
\ So,

an

abundance

of non-regional

factors

in

a
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region \may not in it self ensui e the location and development
of their dependent activities
They may tend to stray off
to other regions where their complementary, regional factors
exist, if they .could not he adequately utilised in their
original home Therefore, in the regional development policy
of an open economy the identification of the growth deter
minants of each region should go hand in hand with the identi„ ft «.
f
fioation of their regionality oharaoteriaxios in the given
*

setting of eoonomio possibilities
m the earl* Btages of growth mos4, of the growth deterJiinants are regional in their spatial ohe-»*E.cter

aa a large

portion of the _indus br ial eoonom/ would he founded on the
extractive rav ma erials whico a e inherently regional
Because primarily

in their endowment, there is generally

characteristic regional differences

They are, besides,

generally bulky difficult to move, oostly t« transonrt end
require huge transport capacity So, induetr es based on
them will tend to be located at their souroes
raw materials, the overheads t*o prove regional

Apart from
Transport

for ins-canoe, is tied to a particular area and tends to
attract activities where it is available A railway line
makes a world of difference in the commercial feasibility
of the regions where it is and is not available
regionality may heeet others too
the economy

The

with the backwardness of

coinciding with its unintegrated nature

inter

regional mobiliV of capital, emjerpri0e labour and other
cooperative services may be thoroughly unsatisfactory and
as a result they too may assume regionality significance
\in vhe growth process
All told, the discriminatory rate
and pattern of regional growth o^uld be, then largely explained
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■by the regionality characteristics of the growth determinants
and their adequacy
Analytical insight anar-t, there xs another method bv
which the bearing of these loo tinn end development
on the origin

location and grn\Ah of coiomio activities

oould be assessed

And that is by collecting the oninion

of the eoonomxo enterprises
method, but ah

mhi& is no doub

he flexors are

mg to an empirical stud/

i

an indl ect

neapable of directly resnond-

only the units of •oinduetmn c uld

be relied upon to give an acooun
nrmeinle

actors

of three f ot^8

m

ie nothing but s^ud^ Irg the governing through

tie governed to a^se^s thorebul anx sixurtion
earlier, the wjrve

1 Par+ Ii oi tni” "’nesi

for their empiiicsl coi irmatioo

A0 s+ated
is

pored

oa xioul rly in the Held

which appears as tn« exolusivp snhere of ob^erv tmn m X’art
III also
So

in the empinoal eiamm tion of the faotoral citua-

tion of Mysore State economy undertaken in Part TI, in addition
to assessing the general adeqaeojr and situption, mpheeip is
also laid on the understanding of the regionality character!
sties, and their gererel bearing on the growth and snatipl
pattern of the regional eoonomio sotivity
in Part III too,
where Ghe synthesis of vnrious region&l economies of B/sore
State is taken up, the role of each of these arojor growth
determinant*' is eramined m this light
The tas1 of

Peg onal synAoejie in th^t Part is more

exaotlrp in the context of xne standards opt here

It implied

the application of all the delineated theorexioal nrincinleo
in the regional demarcation, in th
siti tion

identification of their

problems and potentialities and in the evolution

of a normative pattern of future growth prooesB that \ould
establish a continuing state of inter-regional balance Fe ense
of various limitations in the basic data, instead of strict
application, the principles had to be merely adhered to only
rough indicators of ma^or significance have been employed fcr
regional demarcation and the weight of administrative tradi
tion and expediency have been thoroughly recognized

In view

of the deterministic bearing of the faotors actually considered
in the demarcation, it is, however

unlikely that either a

greater refinement ir the indicators or an extension In the
ooverage would lead to recasting the regional boundaries
E?en while prescribing the normative pattern for the
future, the nature and extent of the daxa that oould be
gathered

did not permit drawing lignt away, a blue-print

of a long run in/estment pattern of Mysore State, oapable of
ensuring equal per capita income in all the regions while
satisfying the equi-marginalitj conditions
A welfare and efficiency oriented oourae of future
development of Mysore State is all that could be attested
in that lart

A delineation of the broad pattern of sectoral

composition b<*e d primarily on the resource pattern and other
deterministic strategies of development is considered suffi
cient for providing a clear picture of the early phese of
development that may stretch to about the year 1985

'Phis

is accomplished having regard to the faot tbet the sectoral
composition in each region would largely fulfil the long run
growth objectives by establishing a proper composition end
density of the productive sectors in relation to the depending
population

fhis

as

also rendered consistent with the effi

ciency and equity conditions of growth

es the most desirable
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pattern for eat i reg**o** tc ’'ling it on a par with the
national standards is prescribed

The basio growth deter

minants are clearly Identified and the bearing of their rele
vant oheracterisJ-ios and situation particularly of regionality
and adequacy, on the future growth prospects is analysed
Considerations of inter-regional components in the development
of each region are 8lso keot in view throughout fhe soope and
the method of improvement in other needed components of
regional

growth are also examined

The soope of this Part is

on the whole, introductory

It provides a rational setting wrd a reoesosry frame of
reference

to the empi^ioal study of the industries in Mysore

State undertaken m Part IT ard also to the synthesis of the
regiaral economies of the State undertaken

n Part III

ItB

purpose is in the main *c set toe stage and to provide the
necessary back drop

